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When the best possible produc-
tion, quality and safety are 

your goals, it requires applying the 
Principle of the Six Ps.: “Proper prior 
planning prevents poor performance.”

It’s no secret that pre-planning and using quality materi-
als are the best ways to achieve high production safety and 
quality goals. It is also well known that, in construction, the 
framing phase of the work has a significant impact on the 
drywall and taping/finishing operations on the project. Like-
wise, installing a superior exterior framing substrate when 
installing a plaster or EIFS finish is equally important.

PLANNING FOR SUCCESS
Project planning should be 
led by the project manager. 
However, it is everyone’s 
responsibility to properly 
plan their work to achieve 
the company’s goals. In a 
labor-intensive business 
like metal stud framing, 
drywall, taping/finishing 
or plaster operations, the 
costs of labor consumes 70 
to 75 percent of the budget 
for each line item. With 
this in mind, it makes sense 
to pre-plan and install the 
best-performing materials 
in the industry. 

Material costs are insig-
ni f icant when properly 
weighed against potential 
production gains or losses. A 15 to 20 percent material 
increase is a good bet when the production increase is 
also 20 percent or better.

This example, using a $1,000 budgeted line item illus-
trates this concept.
Labor cost = 70 percent – Material cost = 30 percent of 
your $1,000.00 budget.
• 70 percent Labor is = $700.
• A 20 percent savings of $700 = $140
• 30 percent materials cost = $300.
• A 20 percent savings of $300 = $60 

So, this simple formula shows that you can be more 
than twice as effective in saving 20 percent on labor than 
you can by saving 20 percent on materials. 

When considering a $100,000 budgeted framing line 
item, it makes sense to spend $6,000 more on material to 
save $14,000 on labor while also setting up your drywall 
and taping finishing crews for higher production and 
additional cost savings, not to mention superior quality.

Many times contractors 
get so involved in material 
buyout they actually get a 
whiplash effect once the 
work starts. The material 
budget is looking good at the 
time of the initial buyout. 
However, when poor pre-
planning and poor materials 
are used and material price 
was the governing factor for 
the purchase, once the field 
starts the installation more 
labor is spent than needed. 
Often it is the case that 
even more time is spent by 
the following drywall, tap-
ing and paint trades in an 
attempt to achieve a quality-
finished product. These lost 
man-hours add up and are 
never recovered.

Let’s take a look at the inefficiency of using cheap mate-
rials and poor material designs, again by using a $1,000 
budget. This figure will also be slightly discounted for 
poor quality and poor safety. This is a real-world view of 
how these elements work (or do not) together.

Labor cost = 70 percent – Material cost = 30 percent of 
your $1,000.00 budget.
• 70 percent labor = $700 
• Consider a 20 percent increase in the loss in production 

due to poor materials = $140 
• An additional safety discount of 5 percent = $35 and a 

quality [rework] discount of 5 percent = $35  

Reprinted from Walls & Ceilings, Copyright June 2008

Smart decisions regarding labor and materials pave  
the way for profit   By todd Brady
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• Total labor loss = $210
• Total Loss to Labor is 30 percent, or $210
• 30 percent materials = 30 percent of $1,000 = $300 

consider a 15 percent saving of $300 = $45 savings

In this example you saved $45 on materials buyout but 
the quality of the material causes additional labor expens-
es, which equal a net loss of $165 or 16.5 percent. Con-
sider how this affects a million dollar budget. 

MAkE A PLAN, TEACh ThE PLAN 
Pre-Planning = Profits
• Pre-Planning: noun. (organized thinking); the act of 

planning, setting up to be efficient.
• The opposite: unplanned, unorganized.

Pre-planning is the single most effective thing you can do 
to make additional profit or reduce loss. 

Effective pre-planning is documented in written form 
and transferred from the “get work” side of the business 
to the “do work” side of the business. It is critical that 
the “Plan” gets transferred to the field operations and 
each installer. If your pre-planning does not get properly 
documented, engineered, submitted and installed, the 
project does not make you money. You must have effec-
tive pre-planning to achieve the best Production, Safety, 
and Quality.

Production = Profits
• Production: noun. (efficient); installing in an effi-

cient manner. 
• The opposite: unfocused, Rework

High production is the result of effective pre-planning. 
The pursuit of high production should never compromise 
safety or quality. When safety is compromised and a lost-
time accident occurs you potentially lose months of high 
production all at once. When quality is overlooked, the 
production gains realized are lost or significantly reduced 
by necessary rework at a later time or by a following trade.

Safety = Profits
• Safety: noun. (injury Free); providing a healthy, safe 

work environment. Low risk 
• The opposite: injured, sick, preventable risk.

To put it simply, safety should never be compromised. 
Take the appropriate measures to prevent accidents before 
they happen. Nothing can cost your business more money 
than a poor safety record. Insurance compensation rates 
alone will kill your business.

 
Quality = Profits
• Quality: noun. (Superior); providing an excellent prod-

uct or service.
• The opposite: Inferior

These two photos show the interior and exterior of the opening for a sliding glass door to a terrace. The header used establishes a smooth surface for the 
drywall and plaster crews. There are 16 of these units on each floor of the building.

Because the ProX header allows drywall to lie flat against the steel framing, significant time is saved in the taping and finishing phase.  Shown at left is 
steel framing without drywall; in center, drywall installed flat against the steel; and at right, clean and flat drywall around the door frame and in the corner.



Quality starts with good materials 
installed in a professional manner, 
correctly the first time. Poor qual-
ity materials and/or poor material 
designs make production, safety and 
quality impossible no matter how 
much you pre-plan.

A well-planned metal stud framing 
design, using smart components and 
assemblies is the beginning of a suc-
cessful job.

A flat framing substrate makes for 
the best exterior plastering production 
and quality finished product (same 
applies with EIFS). Likewise, a flat 
framing substrate provides the best 
interior drywall and taping produc-
tions and quality, finished product too.

TEACh PLAN - FOLLOW PLAN
Many times the metal stud fram-
ing details or designs on a project 

are simply just lines in the bid set 
of drawings, lines that, in this day 
and age, have been cut and pasted 
from project to project. This is not 
a bad thing; as a matter of fact for 
a smart contractor that knows how 
to effectively bid, qualify, pre-plan, 
engineer, schedule and install the 
work, it’s a great opportunity to 
make some money. 

Non-load bearing metal stud 
framing is simple when it comes to 
standing vertical studs in horizon-
tal tracks. Metal framing designs 
become more complicated at 1) Fan-
cy Ceilings, 2) Construction Joints, 
3) Backing & Bracing, and 4) Rough 
Opening framing. Exterior designs 
that involve wind and seismic loads 
can also be very challenging. It is 
not uncommon for these four fram-
ing locations to account for over 

50 percent of a framing budget and 
more than likely be the source of any 
framing losses. 

On a 41-story tower condominium 
project in Los Angeles, the project 
plans -- although complete enough to 
bid the project -- were not complete 
enough to build from, without several 
RFIs. Also, a good amount of pre-
planning and redesigning the framing 
components and methods were neces-
sary, not only to build the project but 
to complete it on time and on budget. 

At first glance this project appeared 
to be a simple tower of repetitive 
work. The contractor might have been 
inclined to say, “This is simple: Get 
the learning curve down and blast up 
the tower.” Not so quick. This build-
ing is complicated. 

CONDO ELEGANCE IN L. A.
High Rise condo towers in Los Ange-
les command big dollars per square 
foot, so the ceilings must be beauti-
fully detailed and finished. When slab 
heights permit, the ceilings in the ball-
rooms and lobby areas are embellished 
“to the nines.” 

On this project, Martin Brothers/
Marcowall, a prominent Los Ange-
les-based specialty contractor chose 
USG’s snap grid system because it 
provides a smooth and high-quality 
framing substrate and snaps together 
like a T-bar grid system. 

The towers’ suites and throughout 
the building needs to have a UL- and 
ICC-approved life safety firestop sys-
tem installed at the top of every wall. 
This makes pre-planning, approved 
fire life safety head-of-wall joint 
system choices, and submittal work 
very important early in the project’s 
schedule and well before the work 
ever starts. 

With relatively low ceiling heights 
and exposed ceilings in some loca-
tions it is important to have a 
smooth (flush) head-of-wall joint. 
Sliptrack Systems, slotted track was 
used as top track at all the walls. 
They are ICC- and UL-approved for 
fire ratings up to four hours. The 
slotted track design not only helped 
to save framing labor, it required 
less drywall and taping work. Using 
this track also eliminated rework 
because the studs are in a fixed loca-
tion and are not moved during other 
trade’s operations.  

SliptrackSystems
Slotted Deflection Track for 
Interior and Exterior Walls.

For Sales and Product Support Call: 1-888-475-7875

Building a Better Way.

Our products 
represent THE 
NEW STANDARD IN 
METAL FRAMING. 

Use ProX Header
and Sliptrack to 
Save TIME and 
MONEY.

Engineered Framing System

®

www.Sliptrack.com www.Proxheader.com

Exclusive Sales & Distribution

It’s All 
About Time!
It’s All 
About Time!

          Pre-Planning for Success



Backing and Bracing built  
in for strength
Backing and bracing is needed at 
several locations for various rea-
sons. Bracing is needed to support 
and stabilize knee walls or short 
drop soffits from the deck above. 
Backing allows for wall-mounted 
equipment to anchor to the walls. 
Back-to-back studs and clip-fram-
ing methods are used for quick and 
strong bracing requirements. 

Tom Castle S.E. of Ficcadenti 
Waggoner and Castle was employed 
to make efficient connections while 
not penetrating the (PT) post ten-
sion slab with fasteners. Pin 
and fasteners had to be 
less than ¾-inch deep. Two 
methods were used:
1.) 3/4-inch Hilti shot pins 

were used at lighter load 
areas 

2.) 1/2-inch dia. wood form 
inser t  B lue Bangers 
design was used at higher 
load areas.

The 3/4-inch pins and wood form 
insert Blue Bangers were selected for 
two reasons: First, meeting code and 
connection strength and; second, 
speed and accuracy of installation. It 
is important when a pin or insert is 
installed that it will remain in place. 
Both methods are very effective in 
PT slab applications where the pin 

penetrations must stay within the ¾ 
inch depth.

Rough Openings - Doors and Win-
dows show the view
Every door and window (interior or 
exterior) needs a stud framed rough 
opening. Every floor has over 100 
doors and windows. Most of the 
rough openings are both single and 
double interior doors. The plans 
showed traditional built up box 
headers and double jamb studs. 

Mar t in Brothers / Marcowal l 
requested an (EJ) Engineering Judg-
ment and full submittal package to 

use Brady’s ProX Header, to 
save framing labor and pro-
vide a smooth framing sub-
strate for better drywall and 

taping production.
U s i n g  a  s i n g l e  p i e c e 

20-gauge ProX Header at 
each door opening removed 
2,000 studs from the proj-
ec t .  I t  a l so e l im inated 

header assembly time. Brady 
provided a complete submittal 
package that included switch-

ing the double jamb studs (shown 
in the drawings) to using a single 
[upgraded] wide flange 2-inch jamb 
stud. This removed another 8,000 
studs from the project. 

The exterior base of this beautiful 
tower is clad with hand set stone. 
The stone is supported by a vertical 

structural tube steel mounted to the 
slab edge with horizontal spandrel 
framing designed of structural quality 
6-inch x 16 gauge (54mil) stud fram-
ing. The vertical studs are installed 
16 inches on center into 6-inch x 16 
gauge curved single-piece headers. 

The underside of the spandrel, 
between the windows, where the 
[construction joint] wall framing 
connects to the spandrel framing 
was accomplished with a horizon-
tal and vertically slotted track. This 
design developed by Brady and engi-
neered by Tom Castle S.E. effectively 
replaced a 12-piece stud and track 
built-up header and double track-
welded assembly design. W&c

For more information on the products 
mentioned in this article visit the manu-
facturer’s Web sites.
• USG-DGLW concealed drywall suspen-

sion system: www.usg.com
• Sliptrack Systems, SLP-TRK Brand Slot-

ted Top Tracks: www.sliptrack.com
• Hilti Pins: www.hilti.com
• Blue Bangers: www.simpsonanchors.com 
• ProX Header: www.proxheader.com 

Todd Brady is President of Brady Con-
struction Innovations Inc., manufac -
turer of the Pro X Header. He has 
been in the metal stud framing, dry-
wall and plaster business for over 30 
year and today focuses on product 
design and development.

A three-piece unit for this exterior radius was constructed to replace the 12-piece assembly that was originally specified for the building. This significantly 
reduced labor on the jobsite.
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Brady’s ProXHeader system has revolutionized 
how DOOR & WINDOW openings are framed.

®

The Brady ProX Header 
System consists of only 
three components:  
ProX Header,  ProX Insert,  
ProX Clip

NO 
Welding 
Required

Built-Up Header

ProX Header w/ Insert

ProX Header

Built-Up Header

www.ProXHeader.com

ProX Header @ 1hr Walls ProX Header @ 2hr Walls

0’-0” to 4’-3” 4’-4” to 6’-3” 6’-4” to 8’-3” 8’-4” to 10’-3”

WALL
HEIGHT

 400X425- 33 400X425- 43 400X425- 54 400X425- 68 400X425- 33 400X425- 54 400X425- 68 400XTC425- 68

 400X425- 33 400X425- 54 400X425- 54 400X425- 68 400X425- 43 400X425- 54 400XTC425- 54     -

 400X425- 33 400X425- 54 400X425- 68 400XTC425- 54 400X425- 43 400X425- 68 400XTC425- 68     -

0’-0” to 14’-0”

14’-1” to 16’-0”

16’-1” to 18’-0”

Interior Header Schedule -L/240- Walls w/ (1) Layer Gypsum Interior Header Schedule -L/240- Walls w/ (2) Layer Gypsum

MAX Opening Width MAX Opening Width
   0’-0” to 4’-3”   4’-4” to 6’-3”   6’-4” to 8’-3”   8’-4” to 10’-3”

NOTE: Charts shown in 4 inch wide walls for 3-5/8, 6, 8 inch wide wall visit www.ProXHeader.com

On-Line Member Selector @ www.ProXHeader.com                                                  
ProX Header selection and submittal builder is easy. Simply go 
to www.proxheader.com and launch the interactive Member 
Selector. Input your project specific load data and requirements, 
the Member Selector / submittal builder will output a engineered 
header with a complete AIA formatted submittal package.

Material Specifications                                         
ProX Header 
Gauge: 20 gauge (33 mils) 18 gauge (43 mils)
   16 gauge (54mils)  14 gauge (68 mils)
Design Thickness:  
   0.0346 inches (0.879 mm) 0.0451 inches (1.142 mm)
   0.0566 inches (1.438 mm) 0.0713 inches (1.811 mm)
Coating:  G 60(Z180) hot- dipped galvanized coating or equivalent 
Yield Strength:    33 ksi (230MPa) or 50 ksi (340MPa)
ASTM: A653 / A653M

Installation   
The ProX Header recessed 
channels and the ProX 
Clips’ offset tabs enable the 
ProX Header to “SNAP” and 
HOLD ITSELF IN PLACE dur-
ing installation. After instal-
lation, all screw connections 
remain flush and ready for a 
smooth drywall finish. 

Applications / Benefits                                
The Brady ProX Header system provides a direct solution to the 
many problems associated with traditional headers that have 
troubled architects, engineers, contractors and inspectors for 
decades. ProX Header is a superior and cost effective alternative 
to the limited span capabilities of a single track and the excessive 
build-up of traditional box headers. The ProX Header is designed 
for all interior and exterior door and window wall openings in the 
3 to 12 foot wide range.

St. Johns Hospital - SantaMonica, California
Photo Courtesy of Performance Contracting, Inc.

ProX Insert
Optional

Manufacturer and Distributor

Building a Better Way.

Visit: www.ProXHeader.com or Call: 1-888-475-7875

WC06084SLIP.indd   1 5/1/08   9:46:48 AM

www.ProX Header.com features an interactive member 
selector and a complete engineering submittal package.

The Brady ProX Header System has undergone stringent 
laboratory testing. ProX complies with all industry 
standard Light Gauge Metal Stud Framing ASTM criteria. 
Section geometry and material strengths were modeled in 
CFS Version 4.1, a cold-formed steel design and analysis 
software. Calculated in accordance 2001 addition of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) Specifications for 
Design of Cold Formed Structural Members.

Dietrich / ProX SSMA Nomenclature Put the ProX Header System 
to work on your next project.

Brady ProX has become an industry 
standard for all wall openings.
The ProX is ideal for all types of door, 
window, shaftwall, HVAC, and ventilation 
openings. This simple system has application 
to a wide range of openings and can carry 
greater loads with less steel. The contractor 
community prefers the ProX system over 
traditional built-up headers.

Typical Interior 
Wall Openings 

on

r 

Double DoorSingle Door 

ProX Clip - Available Only in 16 gauge (54 mil.) 50 ksi material Patent Number 6,799,408 & 7,178,304

 362 X 425 3.625”  92.1 4.25” 107.95 362 XT 162 3.464” 88 1.625” 41.3 362Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

 400 X 425 4.000” 101.6 4.25” 107.95 400 XT 162 3.839” 97.5 1.625” 41.3 400Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

 600 X 425 6.000” 152.4 4.25” 107.95 600 XT 162 5.839” 148.3 1.625” 41.3 600Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

     800 X 425       8.000” 203.2 4.25” 107.95       800 XT 162         7.839” 199.1 1.625” 41.3 800Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

Member Types and Available Sizes

Width
ProX Header (Outer Member) - OD ProX Insert (Insert Member) - OD

inches (mm) inches (mm)inches (mm) inches (mm) inches (mm)
Height Width Height Leg Length

ProX Clip*
Member Type Member Type Member Type

®

Member Types and Available Sizes

Detail 
Dimensions

7.839
5.839
3.839
3.464
1.899

1.899
3.625
4.000
6.000
8.000

1.625

4.25

Single Piece 
Header

Header Insert
Optional

Two Piece 
Header

Internal 
Connection Clip

 SSMA - 400X425-33 SSMA - 400XT162-33 SSMA - 400XTC425-33 SSMA - 400Clip-150-54 
 Dietrich - 400PXH-33 Dietrich - 400PXT-33 Dietrich - Order by Piece Dietrich - 400XTC-54

Manufacturer and Distributor

Building a Better Way.

Visit: www.ProXHeader.com or Call: 1-888-475-7875 A
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Please Circle #237 On Reader Action Card

WC06084SLIP.indd   2 5/1/08   9:47:01 AM



www.ProX Header.com features an interactive member 
selector and a complete engineering submittal package.

The Brady ProX Header System has undergone stringent 
laboratory testing. ProX complies with all industry 
standard Light Gauge Metal Stud Framing ASTM criteria. 
Section geometry and material strengths were modeled in 
CFS Version 4.1, a cold-formed steel design and analysis 
software. Calculated in accordance 2001 addition of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) Specifications for 
Design of Cold Formed Structural Members.

Dietrich / ProX SSMA Nomenclature Put the ProX Header System 
to work on your next project.

Brady ProX has become an industry 
standard for all wall openings.
The ProX is ideal for all types of door, 
window, shaftwall, HVAC, and ventilation 
openings. This simple system has application 
to a wide range of openings and can carry 
greater loads with less steel. The contractor 
community prefers the ProX system over 
traditional built-up headers.

Typical Interior 
Wall Openings 

on

r 

Double DoorSingle Door 

ProX Clip - Available Only in 16 gauge (54 mil.) 50 ksi material Patent Number 6,799,408 & 7,178,304

 362 X 425 3.625”  92.1 4.25” 107.95 362 XT 162 3.464” 88 1.625” 41.3 362Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

 400 X 425 4.000” 101.6 4.25” 107.95 400 XT 162 3.839” 97.5 1.625” 41.3 400Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

 600 X 425 6.000” 152.4 4.25” 107.95 600 XT 162 5.839” 148.3 1.625” 41.3 600Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

     800 X 425       8.000” 203.2 4.25” 107.95       800 XT 162         7.839” 199.1 1.625” 41.3 800Clip-54 1.50” 38.1

Member Types and Available Sizes

Width
ProX Header (Outer Member) - OD ProX Insert (Insert Member) - OD

inches (mm) inches (mm)inches (mm) inches (mm) inches (mm)
Height Width Height Leg Length

ProX Clip*
Member Type Member Type Member Type

®

Member Types and Available Sizes

Detail 
Dimensions

7.839
5.839
3.839
3.464
1.899

1.899
3.625
4.000
6.000
8.000

1.625

4.25

Single Piece 
Header

Header Insert
Optional

Two Piece 
Header

Internal 
Connection Clip

 SSMA - 400X425-33 SSMA - 400XT162-33 SSMA - 400XTC425-33 SSMA - 400Clip-150-54 
 Dietrich - 400PXH-33 Dietrich - 400PXT-33 Dietrich - Order by Piece Dietrich - 400XTC-54

Manufacturer and Distributor

Building a Better Way.

Visit: www.ProXHeader.com or Call: 1-888-475-7875 A
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Brady Brand products are designed 

and engineered for maximum 

production efficiency, safety and 

quality. ProX Header is easy to 

Select, Submit and Install.

There are three easy ways to 

select the right ProX Header 

components and to receive a 

complete submittal package for 

your immediate use.

SELECT
1:  Phone the experts, Todd Brady and 

Bob Grant at 1-888-475-7875 and 
we will personally prepare a com-
plete  submittal package for you. 
The completed package will be sent 
to you via PDF, mailed or delivered 
express overnight.

2:  Call or e-mail to request a copy 
of our Specification and Submit-
tal Notebook. This Notebook is 
packed with Span Tables and Engi-
neering Calculations for interior 
rough openings. The Specification 
and Submittal book covers all typi-

cal interior conditions for decks, 
heights up to 18 feet tall and wall 
openings up to 10 feet-3 inches 
wide. Greater lengths and condi-
tions can be accommodated using 
the Member Selector.

3:  For exterior or other rough opening 
configurations, use the ProX Header 
“Member Selector”; it’s easy. Sim-
ply input project specific data and 
the member selector performs all 
the calculations and selects code 
compliant ProX components, then 
produces a complete report in print-
able PDF format. 

SUBMIT
Submit using the complete submittal 
package obtained in method 1, 2 or 
3 simply submit it to the architect of 
record on your project.

INSTALL
Installation is a “Snap” with ProX 
Header; attach the ProX Clip to your 
jamb studs; place the ProX Header 
under the clips; slide it up and over the 
mounted clips and it positively “Snaps” 
into place. Start installing single jamb 
studs and ProX Header to enjoy Better 
Production, Better Safety and Better 
Quality. Dietrich Metal Framing, the 
manufacturer of Brady Brand Products 
(both ProX Header and SLP-TRK Brand 
Slotted Track) has increased “Roll 
Forming” production capability to meet 
the growing demand for ProX Header. 
The Dietrich distribution system cur-
rently has ample materials for your 
immediate delivery needs.       

                         
Put ProX Header to work for you on 
your next project.

Our customer service and technical 
staff is available for you: 
Brady Brand Direct dial  
(888) 475-7875 or  
BradyInnovations@gmail.com or  
Contact Dietrich Metal Framing at 
(412) 281-2805. 

Brady Brand products are 
manufactured and distributed by 
Dietrich Metal Framing.

www.SlipTrack.com /  
www.ProXHeader.com

Brady Innovations -  
ProX Header
Better Production, Better Safety, Better Quality.

Engineered Framing System

®

www.Proxheader.com

Brady Brand products are 
designed and engineered 
for maximum production 
efficientcy, safety and quality. 
ProX Header is easy to Select, 
Submit and Install.

There are three easy ways
to select the right ProX Header 
components and to receive a 
complete submittal package 
for your immediate use. 

SELECT
1: Phone the experts, Todd Brady and 
 Bob Grant at 1-888-475-7875 and we  
 will personally prepare a complete  
 submittal package for you. The 
 completed package will be sent 
 to you via PDF, mailed or delivered 
 express over-night.

2: Call or e-mail to request a copy of our 
 Specification and Submittal Notebook. 
 This Notebook is packed with Span 
 Tables and Engineering Calculations 
 for interior rough openings. The 
 Specification and Submittal book 

 covers all typical interior conditions 
 for decks heights up to 18 feet tall and 
 wall openings up to 10’-3” wide. 
 Greater lengths and conditions can 
 be accommodated using the 
 Member Selector.

3: For exterior or other rough opening 
 configurations, use the ProX Header 
 “Member Selector”, it’s easy. Simply 
 input project specific data and the   
 member selector performs all the 
 calculations and selects code compliant 
 ProX components, then produces a 
 complete report in printable PDF 
 format. 

SUBMIT
Submit using the complete submittal 
package obtained in method 1, 2 or 3
simply submit it to the architect of record 
on your project.

INSTALL
Installation is a “Snap” with ProX 
Header; attach the ProX Clip to your jamb 
studs; place the ProX Header under the 
clips; slide it up and over the mounted 
clips and it positively “Snaps” into place.
Start installing single jamb studs and 
ProX Header to enjoy Better Production, 
Better Safety and Better Quality.

Dietrich Metal Framing, the manufacturer
of Brady Brand Products (both ProX 
Header and SLP-TRK Brand Slotted Track) 
has increased “Roll Forming” production 
capability to meet the growing demand 
for ProX Header. The Dietrich distribution 
system currently has ample materials for 
your immediate delivery needs.                                

Put ProX Header to work for you on your
next project.

Our customer service and technical staff
is available for you: 
Brady Brand Direct dial (888) 475-7875 or 
BradyInnovations@gmail.com or
Contact Dietrich Metal Framing at 
(412) 281-2805. 
Brady Brand products are manufactured 
and distributed by Dietrich Metal Framing.
www.SlipTrack.com / www.ProXHeader.com

Online Member 
Selector

Specification and 
Submittal Notebook

Brady Brand - ProX Header
Better Production, Better Safety,
Better Quality.

m a n u fa c t ur er ’s  sp o t l i g h t


